Gas-liquid flows can be simulated by the Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) method. Whether to include a specific momentum interfacial exchange force model remains as a question with no answer. In this work, our aim is to seek a general numerical settings for the E-E method, which can provide competent results for industrial bubbly flows with different geometries under different operations. They were selected from different industries including chemical, nuclear, bio-processing and metallurgical engineering. Simulations were launched by the OpenFOAM solver reactingTwoPhaseEulerFoam, in which the E-E method was implemented with sophisticated numerical techniques to ensure stabilities. Predictions were compared against experimental data. It was found that the drag force and turbulent dispersion force play the most important role on the predictions and should be included for all simulations. The first one accounts for the two-way coupling while the second one accounts for the turbulence effect and ensures the E-E equations to be well-posed. The lift force and wall lubrication force should be included to address the phase fraction accumulation in the vicinity of the wall, especially for pipe flows with large aspect ratio. In other cases the lateral forces can be safely neglected. All the test case are open-sourced and are available as supplementary data for anyone to download as baseline test cases. A.1 Superficial gas velocity: 0.0024 m/s Inlet liquid velocity: 0 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.00505 m A.2 Superficial gas velocity: 0.04 m/s Inlet liquid velocity: 0 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.004 m A.3 Inlet gas velocity: 1.87 m/s Inlet liquid velocity: 1.57 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.002 m B.1 Superficial gas velocity: 0.0115 m/s Superficial liquid velocity: 1.0167 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.0048 m B.2 Superficial gas velocity: 0.0151 m/s Superficial liquid velocity: 1.017 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.0046 m B.3 Superficial gas velocity: 0.005 m/s Superficial liquid velocity: 0.43 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.006 m B.4 Inlet gas velocity: 0.0087 m/s Inlet liquid velocity: 0 m/s Bubble diameter: 0.0042 m C.1
force, OpenFOAM
Introduction
Gas-liquid flows are encountered in a variety of applications and can be simulated by different models, such as the Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) method, the Eulerian-Lagrangian (E-L) method and the direct method which is also called multi-phase direct numerical simulation (DNS). In the E-E method [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , each fluid phase is considered as a continuum in the computational domain under consideration which can interpenetrate with the other fluid phase. Several averaging methods (such as volume or ensemble averaging) are used to formulate basic governing equations. In the E-L approach [2, 10, 11, 12] , the continuous phase is treated in an Eulerian framework whereas the motion of individual bubbles is simulated by solving the force balance equation. The trajectories of these bubbles are computed in the control volume and averaged at the computational level. In the multiphase DNS [13, 14, 15, 16] , one employs the Navier-Stokes equations directly, without further manipulation and the topology of the interface between the two-phases is determined as part of the solution. No additional modelling assumptions are introduced. DNS requires very high resolution in order to resolve a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. These scales are associated with the topology of the interface, e.g. the size of the dispersed particles, or with the fluid motion, e.g. the eddies encountered in the turbulent motion. Resolving these scales is computationally expensive both in terms of computer memory size execution time.
Therefore, DNS is restricted to only low Reynolds numbers and a few bubbles/particles due to its high computational cost.
Thanks to the computational economics, many works used the E-E method to simulate gas-liquid flows. However, as a macro-scopic method, the E-E method 1) requires constitutive models (e.g., the solid-phase stress model); 2) requires models to address the momentum and energy exchange terms (e.g., the drag model); 3) loses the characteristic feature for those scales which is much smaller than the mesh resolution. To obtain reasonable results, suitable sub-models and parameters should be adjusted. Moreover, the observed flow field is also different for the gas-liquid flows in different industries. For example, bubble columns are quite common in chemical engineering industry. The liquid flow field in the bubble column tends to form a circulation model due to the movement of the bubbles, which is commonly referred as "Gulf-stream" or "cooling tower" flow regime. In the nuclear engineering, the phase fraction of the bubbles in vertical upward pipe shows a wall peak due to the lateral movement of the small bubbles [17, 18, 19] . Without loss of the generality, it was proven that the E-E method is able to capture the typical flow field information. However, amount of work needs to be studied for the sub-models, especially for the momentum interfacial exchange models.
The drag force and the buoyancy force, as the most important momentum interfacial exchange forces, determine the bubble terminal velocity and address the coupling between the disperse phase with the continuous phase. The lift force and wall lubrication force address the lateral movements of the bubbles. A correct description of the lift coefficient and wall force coefficient is crucial in order to model this transversal force correctly. The turbulence dispersion force acts as a driving force for bubbles to move from areas with higher phase fractions to areas of lower phase fraction. It arises due to the pressure variations in the continuous phase that are not resolved at meso-scale. It is also shown by Panicker et al. [20] and Vaidheeswaran and Lopez de Bertodano [21] that the addition of a dispersion term ensures the hyperbolicity of the PDE, and prevents the non-physical instabilities in the predicted multiphase flows upon grid refinement.
Although there is universal consensus in the literature on the need to incorporate drag into any model of a bubble column, many works admit that there is still no agreement in the community on the other forces to be used at best [22] . The purpose of the present contribution is to simulate large amount of gas-liquid flows with different force closure combinations to investigate their importance. Our aim is to seek a general numerical settings for the E-E method, which can provide competent results for industrial bubbly flows.
Description of models
Within the Eulerian framework, two sets of Navier-Stokes equations are ensemble-averaged, and the effects of turbulence and inter-phase phenomena are taken into account using closure models. The conservation of mass for phase a and phase b can be expressed by [23] :
where α a and α b are the phase fraction of phase a and phase b, ρ a and ρ b are the density for phase a and phase b, and U a and U b are the average velocity for phase a and phase b, respectively. The average velocities U a and U b can be calculated by solving the corresponding phase momentum equations [23] :
where p a and p b are the pressure for each phase, τ a and τ b are the effective Reynolds stress tensors, g is the gravitational acceleration vector, and M is the interfacial force exchange term. It is common to break it down into the axial drag force M drag ; the lateral lift force M lift , which acts perpendicular to the direction of the relative motion of the two phases [24] ;
the wall lubrication force M wall which acts to drive the bubble away from the wall [25] ; and the turbulent dispersion force M turb , which is the result of the turbulent fluctuations of the liquid velocity [26] . Specifically, the drag force can be calculated as follows:
where C D is the drag force coefficient and d a is the diameter of phase a. The lift force can be calculated as follows [27] :
where C L is the lift force coefficient, U r is the relative velocity which equals U b − U a . The wall lubrication force can be calculated as follows [25] :
where C wall is the wall lubrication force coefficient. The turbulence dispersion force can be calculated as follows [26] :
where C T is the turbulence dispersion force coefficient. A comprehensive discussion of the E-E method can be found in other latest work [28, 29] . Readers are referred to the our previous work [30] and the Appendix for the finite volume discretization of the E-E method.
Radial distance
Phase fraction In the E-E method the interaction between the bubbles and the liquid phase is modelled through the momentum interfacial exchange forces in the momentum equation of the liquid and the gas phase. There is still no agreement in the community on the closures to be used at best. Physically, the effect of these forces are reported in Fig. 1 . In a quiescent environmental, the buoyancy force pushes the bubbles upwardly. On the other hand, the drag force tends to exert on the opposite direction of the bubble movement. The direction of the drag force is equivalent to the direction of relative velocity. In the simplest cases, these two forces can reach to a balance and the terminal bubble velocity can be determined.
The lift force arises due to the presence of shear in the liquid phase and acts perpendicular to the bubble rise direction. Its direction depends on the value of sign of C L . Different models can be used, such as the constant lift coefficient model and the model developed by
Tomiyama [24] . Experiments show that the movement of large bubbles and small bubbles is opposite, especially in pesudo-steady-state pipe flows. It can only be predicted by employing a non-constant lift coefficient. Thus, the lift force coefficient developed by Tomiyama is more reasonable. Moreover, the largest shear exists not only in the vicinity of no-slip walls, it may be also large when one phase was injected into another phase with high velocity. The wall lubrication force exists only in the vicinity of solid objects. It pushes the bubbles away from the wall avoiding bubble accumulation which is not observed from the experiments. It should be noted that this force exists only near the walls. Thus, the distance between the bubble and the nearest wall should be calculated in the wall force model. The turbulent dispersion force acts on the gradient of the phase fraction. It can be seen as a diffusion and it accounts for the random bubble movement in turbulent flows. It was found in many works that the results predicted by the E-E method is highly mesh depended and it was due to the mathmatical characteristic of the E-E equations [21, 20] . Including the turbulent dispersion force avoids the ill-posed problems and improves the stability of the E-E model.
A large amount of force models were developed in the literature and it is not possible to compare all of them for all the test cases investigated in this work. Therefore, unless stated on intention, we employ the classic drag model by Ishii and Zuber [31] , the lift force model by Tomiyama et al. [24] , the wall force by Antal et al. [25] and the turbulent dispersion force by Loptez De Bertodano [26] in our simulations. Since we focus on the validation between numerical results and experiments, readers are suggested to Appendix for the discretization of the governing equations.
Test cases
As previously mentioned, the lack of an ideal experiment, with a good mix of local and global measurements performed under a wide spectrum of operating conditions, necessary for a complete model validation, brought us to consider many different test cases with different geometries. Only by using a large amount of test cases can we find a general numerical settings. These test cases were selected from different works. The schematic representation of these test cases is reported in Fig This test case was proven to be a very interesting test case because the liquid vortices generated by the bubble plumes are a favorable factor for mixing and, therefore, for speeding up all transport processes [33] . Additionally, the existence of flow struc- • Test case A.3: investigation of sudden enlargement pipe flow of Bel F'dhila [35] . The test case studied here is that of a bubbly air/water upward flow through a pipe with a sudden enlargement. The diameters of the two pipe sections are 50 mm and 100 mm, respectively. The inlet phase fraction is characterised by a wall peak in experiments.
The feature of this test case is that there is a large separation zone at the bottom of the pipe. This case has been employed extensively to verify the E-E method and implementation [36, 37, 38, 39] .
• Test case B.1: investigation of bubbly flow in a cyliderial pipe of Lucas et al. [40] .
Mixture of the gas and liquid is injected from the bottom pipe of 0.0256 m diameter and 3.53 m height. For the vertical upward flow smaller bubbles tend to move towards the wall. A wall peak of the gas phase fraction occurs at the position of high L/D. This was also observed for single bubbles by Tomiyama et al. [41] . In the case of vertical co-current pipe flow the radial flow field is symmetrically stable over a long distance.
Therefore, this type of flow is well suited for the investigation of the non-drag forces.
• Test case B.2: investigation of bubbly flow in a circular pipe of Banowski et al. [42] .
The experiment comprises a vertical pipe with 54.8 mm inner diameter and 6 m length.
Gas and liquid mixture is injected from the bottom. It is similar with the test case B.2.
However, besides the typical wall peak formed due to the smaller bubbles movement, a double peak of the phase fraction can also be observed due to the existence of large bubbles because the large bubbles tend to move to the center.
• Test case B.3: investigation of bubbly flow in a rectangle pipe ofŽun [43] . This test case is similar with test case B.3 with slightly difference of the geometry. Mixture of the gas and liquid is injected from the bottom of a rectangle channel of 0.0254 m length and 2 m height. Only the central peak of the gas phase fraction was observed.
• Test case B.4: investigation of bubbly flow of Besagni et al. [44] . The aspect ratio of the geometry is small. Due to the existence of the non-irregular components, the gas phase fraction distribution developed to be quite flatten and no wall peak was observed in the experiments, even it can be seen as a pipe flow.
• Test case C.1: investigation of gas-liquid flows in a continuous casting molds of Iguchi and Kasai [45] . The geometry employed in this test case is quite different with previous ones. The gas and liquid is injected into a rectangular vessel of 0.3 m length and 0.15 m width. In the experiments, it was observed that larger bubbles are lifted towards the liquid surface due to the buoyancy force acting on them, while smaller bubbles are carried deep. Such phenomenon is also known as phase segregation or poly-dispercity in other works, which was proven as a tough work for the E-E method.
• Test case C.2: investigation of gas-liquid flows in a continuous casting molds of Sheng The computational grids employed in these test cases are shown in Fig. 3 All the test cases were simulated by three basic settings. The first one only consists of the drag force. The second one consists of the drag force and turbulence dispersion force.
The third one consists of the drag force, turbulence dispersion force, lift force and wall force.
Our aim is to verify which force closure combination is able to provide the most universal settings.
Term Configuration ∂/∂t
Euler implicit ∇ψ
Gauss linear ∇p
Gauss linear ∇ · (ψUU) Gauss limitedLinearV 1; ∇ · (Uψ) Gauss limitedLinear 1 ∇ · τ Gauss linear ∇ 2 ψ Gauss linear uncorrected ∇ ⊥ ψ uncorrected ψ f linear 
Results and discussions

Test case A.1 -A.3
In this section, the numerical predicted results for test case A.1 to A.3 were investigated.
The available experimental data and features are listed in Table 4 . These test cases are common in chemical and bio-processing engineering. In test case A.1, the gas phase was injected into the column at a relatively small superficial velocity. A "cooling tower" flow regime was formed due to the existence of periodic large vortex. In test case A.2, the gas phase was injected into the cylinder column at high superficial velocities. The flow fields were highly transient and full of vortexes. In test case A.3, the gas phase was injected into a sudden enlargement pipe and a steady-state stagnant vortex was formed at the pipe bottom.
In experiments, the turbulence kinetic energy was monitored, which can be used to validate the turbulence model employed in the E-E method.
Test case
Exp. Fig. 4 show the horizontal liquid velocity predicted by different force closure combination for test case A.1. It can be seen that all the force closure combination can predict the periodically "Gulf-stream" phenomenon, which proves that the periodically vortex in the bubble column is not sensitive to the force closure. Table 5 shows the predicted gas holdup and the plume oscillation period (POP). Compared with the experimental data, the POP predicted by all these force closure combination was under-estimated. Results can be improved by adjusting the turbulence model and inclusion of the bubble induced turbulence as was shown in our previous work [30] . On the other hand, all these three force closure combination is able to predict good results of the gas holdup with errors smaller than 11%.
When the turbulence dispersion force and wall forces were included, the prediction of the gas holdup was slightly improved. However, the addition of wall forces and turbulence dispersion forces cannot improve the results of POP. It can be explained by the fact that the phase shear rate in this test case is too small to present differences, and the occurence of POP (or the pediodically vortex) is mainly because of the drag. for test case A.2. It can be seen that the phase fraction is highly dependent on the employed force models and the difference is quite large. If only the drag force was included, the predicted phase fraction was accumulated at the center of the column since no lateral forces and diffusion force were used. If the turbulence dispersion force was included, the bubbles at the center of the column were diffused along the gradient of the phase fraction and the bubble accumulating problem was prevented. Although the predicted phase fraction was flattened, it was much better than the predicted results when only the drag force was included. Moreover, the flattened phase fraction can be handled by using a smaller the turbulence dispersion force coefficients. The addition of the wall forces cannot improve the results. Instead, the wall forces predict a peak in the vicinity of the wall, which was not observed in the experiments. difference between test case B.1 and B.2 is that a double peak was observed in the latter one due to the existence of bubbles with different diameters. In the mono-disperse plot, the phase fraction of the small bubbles (d < 5.6 mm) was reported. All these small bubbles tend to move towards the wall and the wall peak was observed. As mentioned previously, reasonable phase fraction can only be predicted when all the forces was included. By using a smaller C 2 , the wall peak of the phase fraction can be improved. However, none of these models predicted the central peak. It comes from the drawback of the E-E method. As a mono-disperse mathematical model, it can only be used for mono-disperse test cases. Improvements can be obtained by using a higher-order moments methods as it was done in our previous works [48, 49] . Fig. 9 shows the radial profiles of the predicted phase fraction for test case B.3. In this test case, a large bubble diameter was used. Therefore, they move towards the pipe center due to negative lift force coefficients. It can be succeffully predicted by the lift force model developed by Tomiyama et al. [24] . Again, reasonable phase fraction can only be predicted when all the forces was included. Table 7 reported the predicted gas holdup compared with the experimental data for test case B.4. It can be seen that the predictions were slightly under-estimated. Results may be improved by taking polydispersity into account as was done in the work of Besagni et al. [44] . However, even the gas holdup was under-estimated, it can be seen that the prediction was improved when all the forces were included. If only the drag force was included, it results in the largest error. Gas holdup 0.0226 0.02318 0.02358 0.0287 On the other hand, none of the models can predict satisfactory radial liquid velocity. Such inconsistency may come from the mono-disperse assumption of the E-E method and can be handled by using a poly-disperse model. The predicted racial liquid velocities at the right tail of the plot were smaller than 0, which implies the liquid is moving toward the bottom of the mold and a large vortex at the right bottom of the mold is formed. Using a larger bubble diameter improves the predictions due to the effect of large buoyancy. Similar unrealistically predictions for low gas flow rate were also found by Liu and Li [50] , in which the flow fields were investigated by large eddy simulation. Fig. 11 shows the predicted axial liquid velocities, phase fraction and the turbulent kinetic energy. It can be seen that the predicted axial liquid velocity agree well with experiments if the drag force and turbulence dispersion force were included. Predictions became worse if the turbulence dispersion force was neglected. Including the lift and wall forces cannot improve the results, which implies their effects can be omitted. On the contrary with the test cases investigated previously, when only the drag force was included, the predicted turbulence kinetic energy was better than that predicted by all forces combination. However, the predicted phase fraction was seriously over-estimated, which implies the bubbles were not diffused and accumulated at the center line of the reactor. 
Conclusions
In this work, we employed different force combinations to simulate industrial bubbly flows. Instead of investigating the effects of momentum interfacial exchange force by a specific test case, nine different test cases were employed. Our aim is to seek a general numerical settings for the Eulerian-Eulerian model, which can provide competent results for industrial bubbly flow simulations. These test cases were selected from different industries including chemical, nuclear, bio-processing and metallurgical engineering. Simulations were launched by the OpenFOAM solver reactingTwoPhaseEulerFoam. The drag force developed by Ishii and Zuber [31] , turbulent dispersion force developed by Lopez De Bertodano [26] , lift force developed by Tomiyama et al. [24] and wall force developed by Antal et al. [25] were employed. Predictions were compared against experimental data. It was found that the drag force and turbulent dispersion force play the most important role on the predictions and should be included for all simulations. Otherwise the bubbles tend to accumulate since the spreading effect of the lift force is weak. For the pipe flows with large aspect ratio, the lift force and wall lubrication force should be included to address the phase fraction accumulation in the vicinity of the wall. In other cases these lateral forces can be safely neglected.
At last, the test case library is open-sourced and are available as supplementary data for anyone to download as baseline test cases for further investigations.
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where the subscript P denotes the owner cell, the subscript N denotes the neighbour cells, A P and A N are the matrix diagonal coefficients contributed by the owner cells and neighbour cells, S are source terms. The predicted velocities can be obtained by solving the discretized form of Eq. (12) and (13):
where HbyA a,P and HbyA b,P are the predicted velocities for phase a and phase b, respectively. At this stage, the predicted velocity fields are not divergence free and a pressure equation needs to be constructed. In order to simplify the designation of the pressure boundary conditions and to reduce the spurious currents caused by hydrostatic pressure in the nonorthogonal grids, the pressure term and buoyancy term are usually combined together, and the pressure without the hydrostatic part, p rgh = p − ρg · h, is used. The gradient of p rgh can be calculated by
Substituting the definaiton of p rgh and Eq. (16) into the buoyance and pressure terms leads to:
In this manner, a p rgh equation can be constructed.
For incompressible flows, summarizing Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) produces the divergence constraint equation:
The discretized form of Eq. (19) can be written as follows:
where the subscript f implies variables defined at the cell faces. Eq. (20) is usually employed as a restrictive condition to construct pressure Poisson equation. Since the pressure gradient and buoyancy term are not considered in Eq. (14) and (15), adding these terms produces the predicted velocities:
U b,P = HbyA b,P + α b,P A b,P (∇p rgh,P − α a,P (ρ a − ρ b )g − g · h P ∇ρ P ) + Kd P A b,P U a,P .
Substituting the interpolated cell face velocities into Eq. (20) , the phase fluxes can be written as follows:
α b,f φ b,f + α a,f φ a,f = ∇ · α b,P α b,P A b,P + α a,P α a,P A a,P ∇p rgh,P ,
where φ a,f = (HbyA a,f + α a,f A a,f
Eq. (23) can be used to calculate the p rgh in the PISO loops [52] . After the pressure was updated, a divergence-free velocities can be updated.
When the drag coefficient Kd is much larger than the diagonal coefficient A at certain cells, the classical semi-implicit algorithm discussed previously leads to very large relative velocity Courant number and the time step will be very small. In OpenFOAM-6, a robust approach was implemented by Weller [53] to handle the pressure-velocity coupling and it was not published. In this method, the velocities without contributions of the drag forces are defined as follows:
U s a,P = HbyA a,P + α a,P A a,P (∇p rgh,P − α b,P (ρ b − ρ a )g − g · h P ∇ρ P ),
U s b,P = HbyA b,P + α b,P A b,P (∇p rgh,P − α a,P (ρ a − ρ b )g − g · h P ∇ρ P ).
The phase velocities can be written as U a,P = U s a,P + D a,P U b,P ,
U P = α b,P (U s b,P + D b,P U b,P ) + α a,P (U s a,P + D a,P U b,P ),
where D b,P = Kdp A b,p , D a,P = Kdp Aa,p . The relative velocity is defined by U r P = U b,P − U a,P = U s b,P + D b,P U a,P − U s a,P − D a,P U b,P . 
Once the relative velocity U r P is updated, the velocity of discrete phase and continuous phase can be calculated by the following equations, respectively:
U b,P = U P + α a,P U r P .
For the flows with strong swirl or strong body forces, the algorithm discussed above tends to produce phase fraction oscillations [54] . This issue can be mitigated by including these body forces on the cell faces to construct the face-based pressure equation. In this manner, Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) can be re-written as follows:
It can be seen that in Eq. (36) and Eq. (37) the contribution of the non-drag forces is neglected. The contribution needs to be considered to update the predicted velocities. Therefore, Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) can be re-written as follows:
U a,p = HbyA a,P + α a,P A a,P (∇p rgh,P − α b,P (ρ b − ρ a )g − g · h P ∇ρ P ) The corresponding fluxes can be written as follows: 
